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This paper presents the application of uncertainty and sensitivity analysis as part of a systematic model-
based process monitoring and control (PAT) system design framework for crystallization processes. For
the uncertainty analysis, the Monte Carlo procedure is used to propagate input uncertainty, while for sen-
sitivity analysis, global methods including the standardized regression coefficients (SRC) and Morris
screening are used to identify the most significant parameters. The potassium dihydrogen phosphate
(KDP) crystallization process is used as a case study, both in open-loop and closed-loop operation. In
the uncertainty analysis, the impact on the predicted output of uncertain parameters related to the nucle-
ation and the crystal growth model has been investigated for both a one- and two-dimensional crystal
size distribution (CSD). The open-loop results show that the input uncertainties lead to significant uncer-
tainties on the CSD, with appearance of a secondary peak due to secondary nucleation for both cases. The
sensitivity analysis indicated that the most important parameters affecting the CSDs are nucleation order
and growth order constants. In the proposed PAT system design (closed-loop), the target CSD variability
was successfully reduced compared to the open-loop case, also when considering uncertainty in nucle-
ation and crystal growth model parameters. The latter forms a strong indication of the robustness of
the proposed PAT system design in achieving the target CSD and encourages its transfer to full-scale
implementation.

� 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction limits (design space), finally producing a product with the desired
Crystallization is often applied in the production of salts and/or
active pharmaceutical ingredients (API), and the crystallization
step is in general an essential part of the manufacturing process
for many chemical-based products. The main specifications of the
crystal product are usually given in terms of crystal size, size dis-
tribution, shape, and purity. In order to achieve such a set of crystal
product specifications consistently, a generic systematic design
framework for monitoring and control (PAT) systems has been
developed [1]. In the design framework, the necessary problem-
chemical system specific model(s) can be generated to represent
the crystallization process that is studied. The necessary supersat-
uration set-point and a Process Analytical Technology (PAT) sys-
tem design can be generated afterward to ensure that the critical
process variables are measured and maintained within the design
specifications.
However, so far in model-based PAT system design, it has been

assumed that the exact values of the model parameters are known,
for example in the nucleation and crystal growth rate expressions
[1,2]. These parameters are usually estimated from experimental
data, often with considerable measurement errors that also implies
a certain error on the estimated parameters. Consequently, there is
a degree of uncertainty around the values of nucleation and crystal
growth model parameters, which must be taken into account to
design a reliable and robust PAT system. In addition, high product
quality is usually achieved by implementing model-based optimi-
zation approaches, and the benefits to product quality could be lost
if uncertainties were not taken into account [3]. In the crystalliza-
tion process, several approaches have been taken in the past to
deal with uncertainties by incorporating robustness in the control
of crystallization [4–7]. Nagy et al. proposed a robust online mod-
el-based optimization algorithm using distributional batch nonlin-
ear model predictive control (NMPC) which considers the
nucleation parameter uncertainties in the optimization problem
formulation to determine the robust operating profiles [5]. The
alytical
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Nomenclature

A1 crystallizer’s internal area (cm2)
A2 crystallizer’s external area (cm2)
ai1 polynomial coefficient for saturation concentration
axi tailor development coefficient
Bnuc birth rate due to nucleation (number of particles/cm3 s)
b nucleation order
bi1 polynomial coefficient for saturation concentration
bxi tailor development coefficient
c solute concentration (g solute/g solvent)
csat saturation concentration (g solute/g solvent)
ci1 polynomial coefficient for saturation concentration
cp heat capacity (J/g �C)
cpw water heat capacity (J/g �C)
cyj tailor development coefficient
di1 polynomial coefficient for saturation concentration
dyj tailor development coefficient
Fwin cooling water flow rate (cm3/min)
f I
ij inlet crystal number flow in the length direction

f I0
ij inlet crystal number flow in the width direction

f O
ij outlet crystal number flow in the length direction

f O0
ij outlet crystal number flow in the width direction

fn final population density function (number of particles/
lm)

fn0 initial population density function (number of particles/
lm)

Gx crystal growth rate in length direction (lm/s)
Gy crystal growth rate in width direction (lm/s)
gx growth constant order in length direction
gy growth constant order in width direction
k number of considered variables (factors)
kb kinetic coefficient for nucleation (number of particles/

cm3 min)
kgx kinetic coefficient for crystal growth in length direction

(lm/s)
kgy kinetic coefficient for crystal growth in width direction

(lm/s)
kv crystal shape factor
Lx length of crystal particles (lm)

Ly width of crystal particles (lm)
Mc total crystal mass (g)
mw mass of solvent (g)
Nc total number of particles (number of particles)
Ni number of crystals per unit volume of suspension for

class i (number of particles/cm3)
Nij number of crystals per unit volume of suspension for

class i and j (number of particles/cm3)
px size dependent growth constant for length direction
py size dependent growth constant for width direction
R2 regression of the polynomial model
S supersaturation
Ssp supersaturation set-point (g solute/g solvent)
T solution temperature (�C)
Tex exterior temperature (�C)
Tw cooling water temperature (�C)
Twin inlet cooling water temperature (�C)
U1 heat transfer coefficient for internal crystallizer (J/

�C min cm2)
U2 heat transfer coefficient for external crystallizer (J/

�C min cm2)
V solution volume (cm3)
Vw cooling water volume (cm3)

Greek letters
li mean of distribution function in Morris screening
bi standardized regression coefficient
ri standard deviation of distribution function in Morris

screening
cx size dependent growth constant for length direction
cy size dependent growth constant for width direction
DCli extent of ith classes (lm)
DClj extent of jth classes (lm)
DHc heat of crystallization (J/g)
qc crystal density (g/cm3)
qw water density (g/cm3)
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Monte Carlo simulations were then performed offline by randomly
sampling the uncertain parameter space and applying the robust
operating profiles. By performing this approach, the variability in
the product crystal size distribution (CSD) has been significantly
reduced. However, the uncertainties around the crystal growth
parameters are not considered in their work and the impact of
individual input uncertainty contributions on the output are not
quantified. In the work of Saengchan et al., given uncertain kinetic
parameters, improvement of batch crystallization control of potas-
sium sulfate has been proposed using model predictive control
(MPC) [4].

Furthermore, the impact of parameter uncertainty and control
implementation inaccuracies on the performance of the optimal
control trajectory are quantified in the work of Ma et al. [8]. These
quantitative estimates are then used to decide whether more lab-
oratory experiments are needed to provide more accurate param-
eter values or to define performance objectives for control loops
that implement the optimal control trajectory. As a result, a ro-
bust feedback control, for example whether using a simple PID
controller or a more advanced controller such as MPC, is needed
to deal with uncertainties and to ensure that the desired crystal
product is achieved. Before deciding for an appropriate approach
to deal with uncertainties in the crystallization process, foremost
the impact of such model parameter uncertainties on the
Please cite this article in press as: N.A.F.A. Samad et al., Introducing uncertain
Technology (PAT) system design of crystallization processes, Eur. J. Pharm. Bio
predicted system performance needs to be quantified and evalu-
ated. Such an evaluation is useful to find out whether the consid-
ered uncertainties may lead to a situation where the target
specifications of the crystal product are no longer reached. The
latter situation is of course not desirable in a pharmaceutical pro-
duction process. This requires expansion of model-based methods
with formal uncertainty and sensitivity analysis in a comprehen-
sive way.

Uncertainty and sensitivity analysis are usually (and preferably)
performed together [9]. Uncertainty analysis is concerned with
propagation of the various sources of uncertainty, e.g., input data,
stoichiometric parameters, kinetic parameters, etc. to the model
outputs, e.g., a performance index. The uncertainty analysis results
in probability distributions of model predictions, which are then
used to infer the mean, variance, and percentiles of the model pre-
dictions. Basically, there are numerous techniques to perform the
uncertainty analysis including linear error propagation [10], the
Monte Carlo procedure [9,11,12], and fast probability integration
(FPI) [13]. In this work, the Monte Carlo procedure is employed
for propagation of uncertainty. This is due to the fact that the
method is widely accepted as an engineering standard and is com-
putationally efficient as well [12].

The sensitivity analysis, on the other hand, complements
uncertainty analysis as it aims at identifying and quantifying the
ty analysis of nucleation and crystal growth models in Process Analytical
pharm. (2013), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ejpb.2013.05.016
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individual contributions of the uncertain inputs to the output
uncertainty. The sensitivity analysis can be viewed as an analysis
of variance, in which the aim is to decompose the output variance
with respect to input parameters [12,14]. Based on the individual
contribution of parameters to the total variance in model predic-
tions, a parameter significance ranking is obtained. This parameter
ranking is useful since the efforts can then be focused on reducing
the uncertainty in the most influential parameters, rather than
spending effort on identifying those parameters that have little or
no influence on the model output. In this study, the parameter sig-
nificance ranking is obtained using two sensitivity analysis meth-
ods: (1) linear regression of Monte Carlo outputs, i.e., the
standardized regression coefficients (SRC) method [15,16]; and (2)
Morris screening [17–19] which produces the mean and standard
deviation of the elementary effects of parameters on the outputs.

Identifying the sources of uncertainty is an important issue to
be considered before implementing the uncertainty analysis. One
of the sources of uncertainty in the system is measurement uncer-
tainty. However, it is a source of uncertainty which can be consid-
ered as ‘‘known uncertainty’’ for which there are many methods
and tools available in modern control engineering to effectively
handle it (such as signal filtering, Kalman filter, extended Kalman
filter (EKF), particle filters and robust control theory to name just
a few). These tools are easily accessible and presented both in text-
books as well as the open literature [20,21]. In this study, we focus
on the kinetic parameters of the crystallization process as a source
of uncertainty which we consider as a ‘‘known unknown’’ type of
uncertainty which has implications on the probability of successful
PAT/process design. This type of uncertainty, to our best knowl-
edge, remains an open problem which we address in this manu-
script. Hence, to sum up, in this manuscript, we purposefully
focus on parametric uncertainties and present a methodological
approach to assess their significance on PAT system design and
performance, and suggest a robust PAT design.

In this study, the generic framework for model-based PAT sys-
tem design of Samad et al. [1] has been expanded with uncertainty
and sensitivity analysis tools and methods with the aim to compre-
hensively test and develop robust and reliable PAT system designs
that can cope with the uncertainty. In particular for PAT system de-
sign, the objective of this work is to study and analyze the impact
of uncertainties in the nucleation and crystal growth parameters
on the product-process performances (e.g. CSD) of a crystallization
process. The uncertainty and sensitivity analysis is performed in
open-loop and closed-loop with two respective aims: in open-loop,
the aim is to understand and identify key parameters that drive
crystallization performance metrics (product CSD, etc.) and to
establish a basis for comparison with the output uncertainties in
the closed-loop scenario. In the closed-loop scenario, the aim is
to comprehensively test the PAT system design performance in
delivering the desired product characteristics under the considered
domain of uncertainties. The application of uncertainty and sensi-
tivity analysis is highlighted through a case study of potassium
dihydrogen phosphate (KDP) crystallization process, where it will
be shown that the effect of the parametric uncertainties on the
outputs (product quality) can be minimized by a proposed PAT sys-
tem design. Moreover, it is also demonstrated that target specifica-
tions can be achieved under the considered domain of
uncertainties, thus ensuring that the PAT system design is robust.
2. Expanding the generic framework for model-based PAT
system design with uncertainty and sensitivity analysis

A model-based systematic design framework for monitoring
and control (PAT) systems of crystallization processes has been
developed earlier [1] and is shown in Fig. 1 (left). Through this
Please cite this article in press as: N.A.F.A. Samad et al., Introducing uncertain
Technology (PAT) system design of crystallization processes, Eur. J. Pharm. Bio
framework, it is possible to generate a large number of problem-
chemical system specific models which can subsequently be used
to design a PAT system. In this study, the methods for performing
uncertainty and sensitivity analysis adopted from Sin et al. [9,16]
have been added as a new feature into the generic framework
(see Fig. 1, right) and will be explained in more detail below.

2.1. Framing of uncertainty and sensitivity analysis (Step 5.1)

This step deals with the identification, understanding, calcula-
tion, and analysis of uncertainties in the model predictions and in-
cludes the following sub-steps: (i) identification and
characterization of various sources of uncertainties; (ii) Monte Car-
lo procedure; and (iii) sensitivity analysis.

2.1.1. Identify sources of uncertainties (Step 5.1.1)
In this study, we consider uncertainties in the input parameters

to the model. To characterize the degree of uncertainty (i.e., the
range of uncertainties), the expert review process is used [9,12].
In the expert review, the available process expertise and knowl-
edge on the crystallization process are considered in combination
with the relevant literature resources to identify uncertain param-
eters and assign an appropriate range of uncertainty to each
parameter, e.g., what is the upper and lower bound of kinetic
parameters. In order to structure the expert review process, all
the selected model parameters are assumed to follow a uniform
probability distribution and three classes of uncertainty are de-
fined (5%, 25%, and 50% of variability around the mean values
[9]). The minimum and maximum values of the uniform distribu-
tion can then be calculated as (100% � %variation) �mean and
(100% + %variation) �mean, respectively. Alternatively, and if
available, the lower and upper bound values of the kinetic param-
eters can be obtained from parameter estimation techniques, e.g.,
by using the 95% confidence interval of the estimated model
parameters. However, the latter of course requires that experimen-
tal data are available.

2.1.2. Monte Carlo procedure (Step 5.1.2)
In order to propagate different sources of uncertainties to the

model predictions, the Monte Carlo procedure is applied and it in-
volves three sub-steps: (1) sampling of uncertainties; (2) Monte
Carlo simulations; and (3) evaluation of output uncertainties.

2.1.2.1. Sampling of uncertainties (Step 5.1.2.1). The input uncertain-
ties specified in the earlier step are sampled using the Latin-Hyper-
cube sampling (LHS) method, a commonly used method [12]. Here,
the user has to specify the number of samples. Based on the spec-
ified number of samples, a random combination of the uncertain
model parameters is then generated and will be used as input to
the Monte Carlo simulations. In case, there is a known correlation
between the parametric uncertainties, for example on the basis of
the results of parameter estimation on available process data, the
Iman and Conover method of correlation control can be used to
take such correlation into account [22].

2.1.2.2. Monte Carlo simulations (Step 5.1.2.2). The next step in the
Monte Carlo procedure is to perform simulations. Here, the math-
ematical model of the crystallization process is simulated for each
set of parameter samples obtained in the previous steps. In this
work, both a one- and a two-dimensional mathematical model of
KDP crystallization were chosen for Monte Carlo simulations.

2.1.2.3. Evaluation of output uncertainties (Step 5.1.2.3). The results
from the Monte Carlo simulations are analyzed in this step by cal-
culating typical statistics such as mean, standard deviation, and
relevant percentiles of model output distributions. The uncertainty
ty analysis of nucleation and crystal growth models in Process Analytical
pharm. (2013), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ejpb.2013.05.016
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Fig. 1. Incorporation of a methodology for combined uncertainty and sensitivity analysis in the framework for model-based design of product-process problems. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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is indicated by the variance of the distribution, which indicates the
spread of the data. In addition, a full characterization of uncer-
tainty using an empirical cumulative distribution function (ECDF)
is used and the probability of failure to reach a target CSD with a
given tolerance/acceptable variation is calculated in order to deter-
mine the impact of input uncertainties on the model prediction.
Here, the user needs to specify the minimum and maximum
acceptable value of the mean CSD in order to determine the accept-
able range of variation. In this work, the minimum acceptable va-
lue is indicated as the mean (ltarget) of the CSD minus one target
standard deviation (rtarget), and the maximum acceptable value is
indicated as the mean (ltarget) of the CSD plus one target standard
deviation (rtarget).

2.1.3. Sensitivity analysis (Step 5.1.3)
The sensitivity analysis is performed next to identify the indi-

vidual contributions of uncertain parameters to the total variance
calculated in Step 5.1.2, which provides a parameter significance
ranking for each output. As mentioned above, two methods namely
(1) the Standardized regression coefficients (SRC) method [15,16];
and, (2) the Morris screening method [17–19] are used.

2.1.3.1. Standardized regression coefficients (SRC) (Step 5.1.3.1). In
this method, a linear regression is performed on the Monte Carlo
results describing each model output of interest as a multivariate
linear function of the model inputs considered in the uncertainty
analysis [15]. Here, the user selects the model output of interest
to the analysis. For a crystallization process, the most important
model output is usually the CSD, considering that this is one of
the most important product quality specifications that need to
be achieved. Therefore, the mean of the predicted CSD at the
end of the crystallization process can be used as a scalar output
for the SRC method. The scalar model output matrix can be de-
noted as sy and has the dimensions of K � N where K is the num-
ber of output variables and N is the number of samples. The
regression model is then fitted to the (scalar) output of the Monte
Carlo simulations relating model output, sy to the model inputs
Please cite this article in press as: N.A.F.A. Samad et al., Introducing uncertain
Technology (PAT) system design of crystallization processes, Eur. J. Pharm. Bio
considered in the uncertainty analysis, hij as shown in following
equation:

syik ¼ b0k þ
XM

j¼1

bjkhij þ eik for i ¼ 1;2; . . . ;N and for k ¼ 1;2; . . . ;K

ð1Þ

where syik is the scalar value for the kth output, bjk is the coefficient
of the jth input parameter, hj, for the kth output, hij is the value of
the jth parameter, and eik is the error of the regression model. Eq.
(1) is then written in dimensionless form by scaling the outputs
and the parameters using their corresponding means and standard
deviations [15] as shown in following equation:

syik � lsyk

rsyk

¼
XM

j¼1

bjk �
hij � lhj

rhj
þ eik ð2Þ

The standardized regression coefficients, bjk, can have values in
the range [�11] with the following meaning: (i) a high absolute
value indicates a large effect of the corresponding parameter on
the output, (ii) a negative sign indicates a negative effect and vice
versa a positive sign indicates a positive effect on the output, and
(iii) coefficients close to zero mean that the output is not
sensitive to that parameter [15,16]. Furthermore, for these coeffi-
cients to be considered a valid measure of sensitivity, the coeffi-
cient of determination should be sufficiently high, R2 P 0:7,
which implies that the relation between the parameters and the
outputs is sufficiently linear [15,18]. In a sensitivity analysis con-
text, the linear model determination coefficient, R2, indicates
what fraction of variance of the raw data obtained from the
Monte Carlo simulations is explained by the linear model. For a
meaningful sensitivity analysis, an R2 value equal to or greater
than 0.7 is considered as the minimum requirement, meaning
that at least 70% of the output variance is explained by the linear
model [15,18]. When R2 is below this value, it means, from a
sensitivity analysis point of view, that the linear model explains
a too small fraction of the output variance and hence the SRC
ty analysis of nucleation and crystal growth models in Process Analytical
pharm. (2013), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ejpb.2013.05.016
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coefficients describe the parameter significance on outputs
incompletely [23]. Or, in other words, the result of the SRC meth-
od is considered unreliable for R2

6 0:7 [15]. In this case, another
global sensitivity analysis method should be used. To this end, we
then recommend and employ the Morris screening method
[17,19] as an effective and reliable method for determining the
most significant parameters.

2.1.3.2. Morris screening (Step 5.1.3.2). The Morris screening meth-
od relies on estimating the distribution of the elementary effects
(EE) of each input parameter on the kth model output called EEjk

[18,19]. The EEjk attributable to each input parameter was obtained
from the following differentiation of the model output, syk, with re-
spect to the input, hj, as shown in following equation:

EEjk ¼
@syk

@hj
¼

syk h1; h2; hj þ D; . . . ; hM
� �

� syk h1; h2; hj; . . . ; hM
� �

D
ð3Þ

where syk(h1, h2, hj, . . . ,hM) is the scalar model output evaluated at
input parameters (h1, h2, hj, . . . ,hM), syk(h1, h2, hj + D, . . . ,hM) is the
scalar model output corresponding to a D change in hj, and D is a
predetermined perturbation factor of hj and is calculated using
the following equation (D = p/(2(p � 1)). The value of p represents
the level where the values should be taken for each input parame-
ter, hj. Here, the p value can be equal to 4, 6, and 8 which corre-
sponds to the 25th, 17th, and 12.5th percentile of input
distributions. The distribution function is denoted as Fjk, which rep-
resents the distribution of the effects of the jth input parameter on
the kth output. The Fjk was estimated by performing calculations of
the elementary effects, EEjk, at randomly sampled points in the in-
put space, and this procedure was repeated a number of times, r.
In the Morris sampling design, the calculation of one elementary ef-
fect for each input parameter M requires (M + 1) model simulations
[19]. Because a number of repetitions, r, is needed (typically 10–50),
the total number of model simulations needed for the Morris
screening becomes r�(M + 1). For the Morris method, there are three
degrees of freedom that need to be specified which are the values of
D, p and r, respectively. In this study, the values for D, p, and r were
specified as 2/3, 4, and 10, respectively. Finally, the Morris results
can be evaluated by comparing the mean, lj and the standard devi-
ations, rj of the distribution functions, Fjk, of each input. The
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web version of this article.)
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measure of sensitivity for the mean of the distribution functions fol-
lows the same concept as the standardized regression coefficients in
the SRC method.

2.2. Decision making (Step 5.2)

In this step, the robustness of the model-based solution is eval-
uated by judging on a number of criteria including the probability
of failure to meet the target CSD. As an example, a probability less
than 0.05 could be assumed to indicate that a reliable PAT system
to achieve the desired target CSD is obtained. In case the probabil-
ity is exceeding the value of 0.05, this then forms an indication that
the PAT system needs to be improved further, for example by using
a new controller structure or updated controller tuning parameters
until an acceptable risk level (the probability of failure must be less
than 0.05) is achieved.

3. Application of the systematic framework for managing
uncertainties: potassium dihydrogen phosphate (KDP)
crystallization case study

In our earlier study [1], it has been shown how the target one-
and two-dimensional CSD for the potassium dihydrogen phosphate
(KDP) crystallization process can be achieved systematically
through the design framework. In our previous work, both a one-
and a two-dimensional model were generated to represent the
crystallization process. By implementing a controller (obtained
through the PAT system design procedure) to maintain the KDP
concentration at the required set-point, it was demonstrated that
the target CSD was achieved for both the one- and the two-dimen-
sional case. Here, the feature of the systematic design framework
to perform uncertainty and sensitivity analysis on the designed
PAT system is highlighted through the KDP crystallization process
case study: it will be investigated how input (parameter) uncer-
tainty affects the target one- and two-dimensional CSD and how
this uncertainty can be minimized to achieve the desired target
CSD. The target one- and two-dimensional CSD used are shown
in Fig. 2 and can be described as follows: the mean characteristic
length and standard deviation values for the target one-dimen-
sional CSD are 60.85 lm and 2.8 lm, respectively, while the mean
characteristic length and width for the two-dimensional CSD are
50
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set at 60.85 lm and 27.36 lm with a standard deviation of 2.8 lm
(length) and 1.34 lm (width), respectively.

3.1. Problem definition (Step 1)

The main objective of this study is to develop a reliable and ro-
bust PAT system design for the KDP crystallization process by per-
forming uncertainty and sensitivity analysis on the designed PAT
system. In this study, the uncertainty and sensitivity analysis are
performed under two different scenarios: (1) open-loop and (2)
closed-loop.

3.2. Crystallization model development (Step 2)

Using the generic model-based framework [24], the relevant
problem-chemical system specific models are obtained. In the
one-dimensional model, size dependent growth, relative supersat-
uration, and a cube-shaped crystal are assumed to generate the
problem-chemical system specific model. Table 1 shows the com-
plete problem-chemical system specific one-dimensional model
for the KDP crystallization process generated by the generic mul-
ti-dimensional model-based framework.

For the same chemical system and crystallization process, the
one-dimensional model can be extended to a two-dimensional
model [1,24]. The changes needed to develop the two-dimensional
model of the KDP crystallization process are mainly the PBE
formulation where the equations are now extended to consider
growth in two directions (length and width). In the two-
dimensional model, a tetragonal prism-shaped crystal is assumed.
The overall mass and energy balances are obtained by substitut-
ing the volume occupied by the selected crystal shape. In the
constitutive equations, two crystal growth rate equations are
now added, as well as equations for calculating the CSD, the total
number of crystal particles, the total crystal mass, and the mean
characteristic length and width. Other than that, the same
assumptions, equations, and chemical properties used in the
one-dimensional model are also used here. The generated prob-
lem-chemical system specific two-dimensional model equations
are listed in the Appendix A.

3.3. Generation of supersaturation set-point (Step 3)

The supersaturation set-points that guarantee the target one-
and two-dimensional CSDs are generated using an extended
Table 1
List of model equations for the one-dimensional model of KDP crystallization.

No. Type of equations

1 Population balance equation (size dependent growth)

2. Overall mass balance: solute concentration

3. Energy balance

4. Cooling jacket energy balance

5. Saturation concentration
6. Supersaturation

7. Nucleation
8. Crystal growth rate (Length direction)
9. Characteristic size

10. Total number of particles
11. Total crystal mass

12. Crystal size distribution

Please cite this article in press as: N.A.F.A. Samad et al., Introducing uncertain
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analytical CSD estimator [1]: the optimal supersaturation set-point
that is to be maintained for both cases equals 0.03 g/g, with a total
crystallization time of 80 s [1]. By using the optimal supersatura-
tion set-point, the target one- and two-dimensional CSDs are in-
deed achieved, as reported in detail in our earlier work [1]. Here,
the supersaturation set-point for the one- and two-dimensional
KDP crystallization process is used for simulation under parametric
uncertainties, and it is investigated for the closed-loop case how
the set-point can be maintained under uncertainties in order to
produce the desired target CSDs.
3.4. Design of the PAT system (Step 4)

The description of the PAT system designed for the KDP crystal-
lization process is provided in Samad et al. [1] and is briefly sum-
marized here. The basic raw materials required include: Water as a
solvent and KDP as a solute assuming that the pure KDP has been
isolated in water during the organic synthesis step. The process
equipment used is a jacketed batch crystallizer. Based on a sensi-
tivity analysis, it was concluded that the critical process variable
is the KDP concentration and it can be controlled by manipulating
either coolant flow rate or inlet water temperature. An interdepen-
dency analysis showed that the most suitable manipulated vari-
able is the inlet water temperature due to the fact that a large
change in the KDP concentration is obtained when the inlet water
temperature is perturbed, compared to the relatively small change
in the KDP concentration that results when the coolant flow rate is
perturbed. Or, put differently, it is concluded that the inlet water
temperature has most control authority with respect to the KDP
concentration. The resulting proposed PAT system for the one-
and two-dimensional KDP crystallization is indicated in Table 2,
where a PI controller is implemented to control the KDP concentra-
tion by manipulating the inlet water temperature as shown in
Fig. 3.
3.5. Evaluation of the designed PAT system using uncertainty and
sensitivity analysis (Step 5)

In this study, the uncertainty and sensitivity analysis are per-
formed under two different scenarios: (a) open-loop; and (b)
closed-loop. The model implementations, the Monte Carlo simula-
tions, and the Morris screening are all performed in the ICAS-MoT
modeling tool [25].
Equations

For i = 1;
dN1
dt þ

Gx1
2DCl2

N2 þ Gx1�Gx0
2DCl1

N1 ¼ Bnuc ;

For 1 < i < n;
dNi
dt þ

Gxi
2DCliþ1

Niþ1 þ Gxi�Gxi�1
2DCli

Ni þ Gxi�1
2DCli�1

Ni�1 ¼ 0;

For i = n;
dNn
dt þ

Gxn�1
2DCln

Nn � Gxn�1
2DCln�1

Nn�1 ¼ 0

dc
dt ¼ �

qc kv V
mw

P
i¼1S3

xi
dNi
dt

� �

qVcp
dT
dt ¼ �DHcqckv V

P
i¼1S3

xi
dNi
dt

� �
� U1A1ðT � TwÞ

qwVwcpw
dTw
dt ¼ qwFwincpwðTwin � TwÞ þ U1A1ðT � TwÞ þ U2A2ðTex � TwÞ

csat = ai1 + bi1T + ci1T2 + di1T3

S ¼ c�csat

csat

Bnuc = kbSbV
Gxi ¼ 0:1kgxSgx 1þ cxLxið Þpx

Sxi ¼ Lxi�Lxi�1
2

Nc = N1 + N2 + N3 + � � � + Nn

Mc ¼ qckv
P

i¼1S3
xiNi

� �

fnðLxiÞ ¼
Ni

DCli
þ Niþ1

DCliþ1
2
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3.5.1. Open-loop
The objective here is to understand the effect of uncertain sys-

tem parameters such as nucleation and crystal growth parameters
on the prediction of the crystallization performance and to identify
which parameters are responsible for the variance in the product
CSD. Furthermore, the open-loop results will form the reference
for comparison with the results obtained from closed-loop simula-
tions using the designed PAT system. The open-loop analysis is
conducted separately for the one-dimensional and the two-dimen-
sional KDP crystallization process model, where the model equa-
tions used are shown in Table 1 and Appendix A, respectively.
The resulting performance is evaluated here in terms of KDP con-
centration, temperature profile, and final CSD for both cases. The
evaluation is first done assuming no uncertainty on the inputs,
i.e., only a single output profile is obtained for each output variable.
The open-loop reference simulation results for the one- and two-
dimensional KDP crystallization process are shown in Fig. 4.

A seeded crystallization process is studied, where the CSD of the
initial crystal seeds added to the solution is expected to grow into
the desired target CSD using natural cooling profiles. The temper-
ature is reduced from 32 �C to 28 �C, resulting in KDP concentration
profiles that are in both cases (one-dimensional as well as two-
dimensional) deviating considerably from the saturation concen-
tration line. Under such conditions, a too high supersaturation is
obtained in the beginning of the operation and therefore undesired
secondary nucleation occurs. The final one- and two-dimensional
Table 2
Proposed process monitoring and control (PAT) system for one- and two-dimensional KDP

Proposed design of PAT system

Critical
process
points

Critical process
variables

Actuators Monitoring techniques

Crystallizer Concentration Inlet water
temperature

ATR-FTIR

Crystallizer Temperature Inlet water
temperature

Thermocouple

Crystallizer Crystal size
distribution (CSD)

– Laser diffraction (one-dimensio
video microscopy (two-dimens

Malvern Mastersizer 
(One-dimensional);

In situ Particle Vision 
Microscopy         

(Two-dimensional)

Fig. 3. KDP crystallization process flow
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CSDs (shown as contour plot) are shown in Fig. 4 (bottom row).
The CSDs indicate that the initially added crystal seeds have grown,
as expected. However, in addition to this, there is also a secondary
peak visible, consisting of small crystals that were formed due to
nucleation, as a direct result of a too high supersaturation.

Step 5.1: Framing for uncertainty and sensitivity analysis

The framing scenario for uncertainty and sensitivity analysis is
as follows for the KDP crystallization process:

Step 5.1.1: Identify sources of uncertainty

In this work, five parameters (kb, b, kgx, gx, and cx) from the
nucleation and crystal growth model equations (see Eqs. (7) and
(8) in Table 1) were investigated for the one-dimensional case
and 8 parameters (kb, b, kgx, gx, cx, kgy, gy and cy) from the nucleation
and crystal growth models (see Eqs. (7)–(9)) in Appendix A) were
investigated for the two-dimensional case. All the parameters are
assumed to have a uniform probability distribution as shown in Ta-
ble 3 where the reported lower and upper bound values of each
parameter are obtained based on the 95% confidence intervals ta-
ken from Gunawan et al. [26,27]. However, the confidence interval
for both growth constants in the length and width direction is as-
sumed in this study. The kinetic parameters for nucleation and
crystal growth rate are usually specific for the system that is
crystallization (adopted from [1]).

Monitoring tools

ATR-FTIR probe

WZ-08541-28 (E20-gauge thermocouple)

nal); In situ
ional)

Malvern Mastersizer (one-dimensional); Mettler-Toledo
particle vision microscope (two-dimensional)

ATR-FTIR

Hot Water

Cold 
Water

Thermocouple Controller

sheet with designed PAT system.
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studied, and in this work, the parameters were chosen based on the
fact that they have been estimated from experimental KDP crystal-
lization data [26]. The use of a different set of parameters, for
example when studying another chemical system, will of course
influence the nucleation and crystal growth rate and thus also
the resulting CSD.

Step 5.1.2: Monte Carlo procedure

The first step in the Monte Carlo procedure is the sampling of
uncertainties (Step 5.1.2.1). In this step, a parameter is sampled
Table 3
Input uncertainties on nucleation and crystal growth rate parameters for one- and two-di

Parameters Units Values

Nucleation rate constant, kb No. of particles/lm3 s 7.49E�08
Nucleation order constant, b Dimension-less 2.04
Growth rate constant (length direction), kgx lm/s 100.75
Growth order (length direction) constant, gx Dimension-less 1.74
Growth constant (length direction), cx 1/lm 0.6
Growth rate constant (width direction), kgy lm/s 12.21
Growth order constant (width direction), gy Dimension-less 1.48
Growth constant (width direction), cy 1/lm 0.6

Please cite this article in press as: N.A.F.A. Samad et al., Introducing uncertain
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from a distribution using the Latin-hypercube sampling (LHS)
method. Different numbers of samples have been tested (25, 50,
100, and 150 samples) and were compared based on the Monte
Carlo simulation errors to determine whether the number of sam-
ples used is suitable or not. The analysis showed that the errors for
25 and 50 samples are larger than the error for 100 samples. How-
ever, the error for 100 and 150 samples is almost identical. There-
fore, the number of samples used in this study is 100 samples for
both the one- and the two-dimensional cases when no correlation
between the parameters is assumed. The next step in the Monte
Carlo procedure is to perform simulations (Step 5.1.2.2). In this
mensional KDP crystallization (adopted from [26,27]).

Confidence interval (95%) Lower bound values Upper bound values

±3.5E�09 7.14E�08 7.84E�08
±0.16 1.88 2.2
±12.3833 88.3667 113.1333
±0.07 1.67 1.81
±0.1 0.5 0.7
±3.3167 8.8933 15.5267
±0.06 1.42 1.54
±0.1 0.5 0.7

ty analysis of nucleation and crystal growth models in Process Analytical
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case, the open-loop one- and two-dimensional KDP models are
simulated 100 times, i.e., once for each different set of model
parameters that was sampled.

The results from the Monte Carlo simulations are then analyzed
in the evaluation of output uncertainties step (Step 5.1.2.3) as
shown in Fig. 5. Each line in Fig. 5, for example for the final CSD,
corresponds to a dynamic model output obtained by simulating
the one- and two-dimensional KDP model with one set of param-
eter values (one sample). For both the one- and the two-dimen-
sional case, the parametric uncertainties (nucleation and crystal
growth rate parameters) are clearly affecting the simulated KDP
concentration profiles and the final one- and two-dimensional
CSD (shown as contour plot). Meanwhile, the corresponding one-
and two-dimensional temperature profiles are less affected by
the input uncertainties.

In this study, we have found that the output uncertainty in the
two-dimensional case is more pronounced compared to the one-
dimensional case. While not generalizing to other chemical sys-
tems, the underlying reason may be due to the fact that different
crystal shapes are used in both cases (cube-shaped for the one-
dimensional case and tetragonal prism-shaped for the two-dimen-
sional case). For the cube-shaped crystals, only a single crystal
growth model is needed because we assume that the crystal is
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grown at the same rate in all directions. However, two crystal
growth rate models (length and width) are needed to cover the
growth of a tetragonal prism-shaped crystal. The crystal growth
model is also related to the KDP concentration equation as well
as the CSD through the population balance equation which ex-
plains the spread of these model outputs. Usually, the kinetic
parameters for the crystal growth model are obtained from exper-
imental measurements, and this implies a certain error on the esti-
mated parameters. Consequently, the use of two crystal growth
models in the two-dimensional case most probably contributes
more to the uncertainty in the KDP concentration and CSD model
prediction compared to the one-dimensional case.

The data can be assessed further using the mean, 10th, and 90th
percentiles of the Monte Carlo output at each simulation time as
indicated in Fig. 6. Based on Fig. 6, the 10th and 90th percentile
for the temperature in both the one- and the two-dimensional case
are very close to the mean, indicating that the uncertainty of this
model output is very low or not existing in open-loop. However,
the 10th and 90th percentiles for the KDP concentration and final
CSD for both cases are further away from the mean. Based on this
analysis, the risk of not achieving the target CSD is calculated for
both open-loop cases (one-dimensional and two-dimensional,
respectively). As mentioned earlier, the mean characteristic length
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of the target CSD for the one-dimensional case is 60.85 lm. Mean-
while, for the two-dimensional case, the mean characteristic
length and width are specified as 60.85 lm and 27.36 lm, respec-
tively. By using this information, the mean values of the target
CSDs are 1.22 no. of particles/lm and 0.043 no. of particles/lm2,
respectively (see Fig. 2). For the purpose of highlighting the calcu-
lation of the risk associated with a given PAT design, defined as the
probability of failure to reach a target CSD envelope, the target
envelope for the CSD is then assumed as 1.22 ± 0.04 no. of parti-
cles/lm for the one-dimensional case (minimum acceptable CSD
is 1.18 no. of particles/lm and maximum acceptable CSD is 1.26
no. of particles/lm). For the two-dimensional case, the target
envelope for the CSD is assumed as 0.043 ± 0.005 no. of particles/
lm2 (minimum acceptable CSD is 0.038 no. of particles/ lm2 and
maximum acceptable CSD is 0.048 no. of particles/ lm2). As shown
in Fig. 7, the probability for the one-dimensional case of not
achieving the acceptable CSD (i.e., the probability of achieving a
CSD below the mean – standard deviation threshold in this case)
is 0.75. Meanwhile, a probability of not achieving the CSD equal
to 0.8 is obtained for the two-dimensional case. This is not
One-dimensional 
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surprising, as in the open-loop conditions, there is no PAT sys-
tem/control system established to ensure that the target CSD is
achieved.

Step 5.1.3: Sensitivity analysis

In this step, the sensitivity analysis is conducted first using the
SRC method. Then, the reliability of the parameter significance
ranking obtained by the SRC method is confirmed through the
use of the Morris screening method.

Step 5.1.3.1: Standardized regression coefficients (SRC) method

The sensitivity analysis is conducted for two different points in
the simulated one-dimensional CSD data, as shown in Fig. 8. One
data point in the CSD corresponds to the crystals formed due to
secondary nucleation (point p1 in Fig. 8) and the other one
corresponds to the CSD from the seeded crystals that have grown
(point p2 in Fig. 8). For each data point, a linear regression model
was constructed using Eq. (1) and the corresponding regression
Two-dimensional 
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Table 4
Standardized regression coefficients of linear models and parameter significance
ranking for the one-dimensional case.

Location CSD data taken at point p1 CSD data taken at point p2
R2 = 0.9506 R2 = 0.8456

Ranking Parameter bjk Parameter bjk

1 b �0.8241 gx 0.6890
2 gx 0.4502 cx �0.5804
3 cx �0.2355 kgx 0.3405
4 kgx �0.1734 b �0.1603
5 kb 0.063 kb �0.03
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coefficients, ajk, were obtained from linear least-squares. The stan-
dardized regression coefficients, bjk, were then calculated using Eq.
(2), and the resulting summary of the parameter significance rank-
ing for the one-dimensional case is given in Table 4.

The degree of linearization indicated by the coefficient of mod-
el determination, R2, was found to be high for all CSD data taken,
i.e., the R2 values were above the recommended value of 0.7
[15,18]. This indicates that the linearized model is reliable and
the corresponding coefficients can be used to assess and rank
the importance of the input parameters with respect to the
outputs. Based on the one-dimensional CSD data taken at p1, it
was shown that the most significant parameter is the nucleation
ty analysis of nucleation and crystal growth models in Process Analytical
pharm. (2013), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ejpb.2013.05.016
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Table 5
Standardized regression coefficients of linear models and parameter significance
ranking for the two-dimensional case.

Location CSD data taken at point p1 CSD data taken at point p2
R2 = 0.9212 R2 = 0.8443

Ranking Parameter bjk Parameter bjk

1 b �0.9032 gx 0.6641
2 gx 0.2312 gy 0.5395
3 gy 0.1932 cx �0.3781
4 cx �0.1671 cy �0.3021
5 cy �0.0921 kgx 0.1643
6 kb 0.0851 kgy 0.1296
7 kgx �0.0212 b �0.0403
8 kgy �0.0128 kb �0.0276

Table 6
Method comparison for screening influential factors based on the one-dimensional
CSD data taken at p1.

Ranking Morris screening method SRC method

Parameters lj Parameters bjk

1 b �0.8213 b �0.8241
2 gx 0.3912 gx 0.4502
3 cx �0.2687 cx �0.2355
4 kgx �0.1154 kgx �0.1734
5 kb 0.0294 kb 0.063

Table 7
Method comparison for screening influential factors based on the one-dimensional
CSD data taken at p2.

Ranking Morris screening method SRC method

Parameters lj Parameters bjk

1 gx 0.6623 gx 0.6890
2 cx �0.5456 cx �0.5804
3 kgx 0.4312 kgx 0.3405
4 b �0.1221 b �0.1603
5 kb �0.0335 kb �0.03
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order constant, b, which has a SRC of �0.82 and belongs to the
nucleation equation (Eq. (7) in Table 1). This is a reasonable result,
considering that the data are taken from the CSD region generated
by secondary nucleation. Therefore, the variation of the input
parameter, b, influences the generation of new crystals due to
nucleation effects, which explains the large variation of the CSD
data taken at p1. In addition, the negative sign for the parameter,
b, indicates the negative impact on the CSD where more new crys-
tals are generated when the value of the parameter, b, is
decreased.

Meanwhile, the parameters, gx and cx, have an SRC of 0.45 and
�0.24, respectively. Both parameters are part of the crystal growth
rate equation (Eq. (8) in Table 1) which also contributes to the large
uncertainty on the CSD data prediction at point p1. Both parame-
ters will have an effect on the growth of the new crystals that have
been produced due to the secondary nucleation where the param-
eter, gx, is responsible for driving the CSD toward a larger charac-
teristic length, whereas the parameter, cx, contributes to
variation of the secondary peak of the CSD data at point p1. In this
case, the parameter, cx, has a negative impact, i.e., the lower the va-
lue of parameter, cx, the higher the secondary peak that will be ob-
tained, which also helps to explain the large variation of the CSD
data at point p1. The one-dimensional CSD data taken at p2 corre-
spond to crystal growth of the original seed crystals. The most sig-
nificant parameters for the data taken at p2 are gx, cx, and kgx with
SRCs of 0.69,�0.58, and 0.34, respectively. All three parameters ap-
pear in the crystal growth rate equation (Eq. (8) in Table 1). A high-
er value of the growth order constant (gx) results in a CSD with a
higher characteristic length, which explains the variation in the
distribution of the CSD data. Table 4 shows that the magnitude
of the SRC for the growth constant (cx) is negative. It means that
when the value of the growth constant (cx) is decreased, a higher
CSD peak is obtained resulting into a narrower CSD as well. The
nucleation phenomenon has no influence on the CSD data taken
at p2 which explains why both parameters for nucleation now
have the lowest ranking in the table.

Similarly, the sensitivity analysis was also conducted for two
different parts of the two-dimensional CSD data, which are
shown as a contour plot in Fig. 9: the data of p1 correspond to
the part of the CSD generated by secondary nucleation, and the
data of p2 are located in the center of the part of the CSD that
has originated from the growth of the seeded crystals. The sensi-
tivity analysis showed that the most significant parameters ob-
tained for the two different locations in the two-dimensional
case are identical to the most significant parameters that were
found for the one-dimensional case. The main difference is that
there are two different crystal growth rates used in the two-
dimensional case.

Based on Table 5, it is clear that the parameters corresponding
to the crystal growth rate for the characteristic length direction
are more significant than the parameters corresponding to the
Please cite this article in press as: N.A.F.A. Samad et al., Introducing uncertain
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crystal growth rate for the characteristic width direction. For
example, the most significant parameter for data taken at p2, the
parameter gx for the characteristic length direction is more influen-
tial compared to the parameter gy for the characteristic width
direction. This is because the parameters in the crystal growth
expression for the characteristic length direction have a higher va-
lue than the parameters in the crystal growth model for the char-
acteristic width direction and, thereby, contribute with more
uncertainty to the model prediction. This is due to the fact that
usually the high characteristic length is favorable in the two-
dimensional case in order to achieve a desired aspect ratio (average
characteristic length over average characteristic width) around
1.5–2.2 [28].

Step 5.1.3.2: Morris screening method

In this work, the parameter significance ranking obtained from
the Morris screening method has been compared with the one ob-
tained from the SRC method to investigate the reliability of both
sensitivity analysis results. Firstly, the parameter significance
ranking has been compared based on the one-dimensional CSD
data taken at p1 and p2 (refer to Fig. 8). The results of the Morris
method were found to be in good agreement for all the parameters
with the ranking obtained by the SRC method as shown in Tables 6
and 7. Similarly, for the two-dimensional CSD data, the parameter
significance ranking obtained from the Morris screening method is
also identical to the ranking obtained by the SRC method as shown
in Appendix B.
3.5.2. Closed-loop
The open-loop analysis for the one- and two-dimensional KDP

crystallization process concluded that significant uncertainty ex-
ists in the model outputs for both cases, especially for the KDP con-
centration and the final CSD. The most significant parameter for
that part of the CSD data generated by secondary nucleation is
the nucleation order constant, b, for both cases. Meanwhile, the
growth order constant, gx, is identified as the most significant
parameter for the part of the CSD corresponding to the seeded
crystals for both cases respectively. With this result in mind, we
now repeat the uncertainty and sensitivity analysis for the de-
signed PAT system, i.e., we perform closed-loop simulation. The
objective of the closed-loop analysis is to comprehensively test
ty analysis of nucleation and crystal growth models in Process Analytical
pharm. (2013), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ejpb.2013.05.016
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the PAT system design performance in achieving the desired target
product properties taking into account the considered domain of
uncertainties. For the closed-loop simulation, PI controllers have
been developed for both the one- and the two-dimensional case;
the controlled variable is the KDP concentration and the manipu-
lated variable is the inlet water temperature for both cases. The
controller objective is to maintain the KDP concentration at the
generated supersaturation set-point of 0.03 g/g during the total
crystallization time (80 s) for both the one- and the two-dimen-
sional case. The supersaturation of 0.03 g/g is the distance between
the actual KDP concentration and the solubility line that needs to
be maintained until the end of the crystallization in order to
achieve the target CSD [1]. On the basis of the concentration versus
temperature phase diagram, such a supersaturation then translates
into a corresponding temperature set-point profile that is to be fol-
lowed by the controller. The closed-loop simulation results ob-
tained for the one- and two-dimensional cases are shown in
Fig. 10 for the nominal parameter values.
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The KDP concentration for both cases initially started at 0.307 g
KDP/g water, and once the KDP concentration set-point was
reached, the PI controller successfully maintained the concentra-
tion at the set-point until the end of the operation. In Fig. 10 (first
row), approximately 0.2921 g KDP/g water (one-dimensional) and
0.2957 g KDP/g water (two-dimensional) remains by the end of the
operation. The temperature profile (see second row in Fig. 10) cor-
responding to the generated supersaturation set-point starts for
both cases at 32 �C. The batch crystallizer is first cooled down rel-
atively fast to about 30.3 �C to reach the supersaturation set-point.
From then onwards, the temperature in the one-dimensional case
(final value 28 �C) is decreasing faster than in the two-dimensional
case (final value 28.7 �C). In terms of CSD (see fourth row in
Fig. 10), the detailed one-dimensional simulation model predicted
a CSD that is almost identical to the target CSD. The cube-shaped
seed crystals originally at mean characteristic length of 19.5 lm
with a standard deviation of 0.97 lm have been grown to a mean
characteristic length of 60.73 lm with a standard deviation of
2.79 lm which is very close to the mean characteristic length of
Two-dimensional 
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60.85 lm and standard deviation of 2.8 lm for the target CSD. In
the two-dimensional case, the final CSD obtained from the detailed
simulation model shows that the tetragonal prism shape of the
seed has been grown from initially 19.5 lm in the mean character-
istic length and width direction up to approximately 60.6 lm
mean characteristic length and 26.55 lm mean characteristic
width. The length and width obtained from the detailed simulation
model are very close to the target values, which are a mean char-
acteristic length of 60.85 lm and mean characteristic width of
27.36 lm. Based on the closed-loop operation, it can be concluded
for the nominal parameter values that the controller is able to
maintain the KDP concentration at its set-point for both cases
while achieving the target CSD. Therefore, the next task is to eval-
uate the controller performance in terms of its ability to manage
the uncertainties and still achieve the desired target CSD.

Here, the uncertainty and sensitivity analysis is repeated again
where the same framing scenario used in the open-loop operation
is applied. Thus, the same parameters from the nucleation and
crystal growth rate models as shown in Table 3 as well as the same
100 samples are applied for the one- and two-dimensional case in
this closed-loop analysis. The results from the Monte Carlo simula-
tions are presented in Fig. 11 for the one-dimensional case. The
KDP concentration for the one-dimensional case indicates a rela-
tively small spread of the distribution. In comparison with open-
loop (Fig. 5 (left column)), it can be clearly seen that the impacts
of the uncertain parameters have been minimized for the KDP con-
centration when operated under closed-loop conditions. The effect
of the uncertain parameters is almost not visible in the tempera-
ture profiles. In addition, the variability of the final one-dimen-
sional CSD is reduced as well, compared to the open-loop case
(Fig. 5 (left column)). The significant reduction in the uncertainty
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Fig. 11. Closed-loop simulation results for KDP concentration, temperature, and final CSD
dimensional case. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the
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in the KDP concentration and one-dimensional CSD variation com-
pared to the open-loop simulation results in Fig. 5 (left column) is
however translated into a larger variation in the inlet water tem-
perature (the manipulated variable) as shown in Fig. 11 (bottom,
left).

Similarly, the uncertainty in the KDP concentration and the CSD
is reduced substantially when operating under closed-loop condi-
tions for the two-dimensional case, as can be seen when compar-
ing Fig. 12 (left column) to Fig. 5 (right column). Clearly, the inlet
water temperature now shows a large spread due to the fact that
this variable is manipulated to maintain the KDP concentration
at the generated set-point. In addition, the two-dimensional case
is further tested under correlation control by using the known cor-
relation between the parameters. The two-dimensional case is cho-
sen due to the availability of experimental data from the literature
[26,27]. The correlation matrix calculated in this work for the two-
dimensional KDP crystallization is shown in Table 8. The LHS sam-
pling was now repeated with the Iman and Conover correlation
control method [22] and the resulting Monte Carlo simulations of
the closed-loop system are shown in Fig. 12 (right column). Com-
paring results, the KDP concentration and two-dimensional CSD
variation under correlation control is found to be less compared
to the simulations without correlation control. This difference indi-
cates the importance of considering correlation control in the anal-
ysis whenever information about covariance of parameters is
available. Hereafter, the results of the two-dimensional case with
correlation control are used for the representation of uncertainty
and risk calculation.

The data are then analyzed using the representation of
uncertainty using mean, 10th, and 90th percentile values of the
Monte Carlo simulations. As shown in Fig. 13, the 10th and 90th
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percentiles for the KDP concentration and final CSD in the one-
and two-dimensional case are very close to the mean, indicating
that the uncertainty is significantly reduced compared to the
open-loop simulation results. The risk of not achieving the target
CSD is then calculated for the one- and two-dimensional case,
respectively. As mentioned earlier, the acceptable CSDs are speci-
fied in terms of mean ± standard deviation (1.22 ± 0.04 no. of par-
ticles/lm for the one-dimensional case and 0.043 ± 0.005 no. of
particles/lm2 for the two-dimensional case). As shown in
Fig. 14, the probability for the one- and two-dimensional cases
Table 8
Estimated kinetic parameters with confidence interval and correlation matrix for two-dim

Parameters Values Confidence interval (95%) Correlation matr

kb b

kb 7.49E�08 ±3.5E�09 1.000 0.9
b 2.04 ±0.16 0.998 1.0
kgx 12.21 ±3.3167 0.914 0.8
gx 1.48 ±0.06 0.905 0.8
cx 0.6 ±0.1 0.886 0.8
kgy 100.75 ±12.3833 0.841 0.8
gy 1.74 ±0.07 0.812 0.8
cy 0.6 ±0.1 0.803 0.8
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of not achieving the target CSD is 0, indicating that CSDs obtained
for both cases are in the specified acceptable range. Thus, it can be
concluded that the PAT system design using the simple PI control
structure and proper controller tuning applied in this study is in-
deed reliable and robust enough to deal with the presence of
uncertainties and is able to deliver target one- and two-dimen-
sional CSDs. Note that the risk calculation presented here is for
demonstration purposes only and is specific for the considered
parametric uncertainty scenarios. The risk can also be defined in
different ways to reflect the important product property attributes
ensional KDP crystallization.

ix

kgx gx cx kgy gy cy

98 0.914 0.905 0.886 0.841 0.812 0.803
00 0.890 0.886 0.874 0.865 0.813 0.822
90 1.000 0.994 0.987 0.967 0.903 0.897
86 0.994 1.000 0.994 0.886 0.879 0.867
74 0.987 0.994 1.000 0.875 0.831 0.833
65 0.967 0.886 0.875 1.000 0.989 0.976
13 0.903 0.879 0.831 0.989 1.000 0.977
22 0.897 0.867 0.833 0.976 0.977 1.000

ty analysis of nucleation and crystal growth models in Process Analytical
pharm. (2013), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ejpb.2013.05.016
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of the pharmaceutical product, which we assume to be known by
the user.
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Note that in this work, the validation of the PAT system using
uncertainty and sensitivity analysis is carried out under
ty analysis of nucleation and crystal growth models in Process Analytical
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open- and closed-loop conditions. The simulation under open-loop
conditions uses a natural cooling profile, and the closed-loop sim-
ulation is based on a cubic cooling profile. This is in line with our
objective of using the open-loop simulations with natural cooling
profile to complement the study of understanding the effect of
parametric uncertainties on the model prediction. Clearly, the
parametric uncertainties affect the model predictions significantly
in open-loop, and these effects are then studied with closed-loop
simulations to verify the robustness of the proposed PAT system
which uses a feedback controller.

The comparison of the effect of parametric uncertainties in
open- and closed-loop using the same cooling strategy has also
been performed, and the results are given in Appendix C as Supple-
mentary information. In this case, the effect of secondary nucle-
ation is eliminated in open-loop (no secondary peak on CSDs
observed for both cases). As can be noted from Appendix C, the
spread of the CSD variation obtained under open-loop simulation
conditions is in that case a little higher than the CSD obtained un-
der closed-loop simulation conditions for both the one- and the
two-dimensional cases. This indicates that the reduction of uncer-
tainty in the KDP concentration and CSDs is the result of a combi-
nation of the selected temperature cooling trajectory as well as the
action of the feedback controller itself. That said the CSDs obtained
under closed-loop simulation conditions have a lower variance
(r2 = 6.4 � 10�5 for the one-dimensional case and
r2 = 2.56 � 10�6 for the two-dimensional case) compared to the
CSDs obtained for the open-loop conditions (r2 = 1.44 � 10�4 for
the one-dimensional case and r2 = 1.3 � 10�5 for the two-dimen-
sional case), still indicating the need for and the effectiveness of
the feedback controller to enhance the robustness against uncer-
tainties in crystallization kinetics.

Step 5.2: Decision making

Based on the validation of the PAT system under closed-loop
operation using uncertainty and sensitivity analysis, it is concluded
that the designed PAT system used in this study is able to achieve
the target CSDs under the considered domain of uncertainties.
There is a clear improvement of the probability of not achieving
the target CSD calculated in the open-loop scenario (probability
of 0.75 and 0.8 for one- and two-dimensional cases, respectively)
and the probability calculated in the closed-loop scenario (proba-
bility of 0 for both cases). Therefore, this PAT system design is
now ready to be implemented in the next step. However, it is also
important to point out that there are options in this developed
framework for PAT system design in the case of a probability of
not achieving the target CSD is obtained which is exceeding the
specified probability of 0.05 (assumed to be a minimum require-
ment, see above). Potential options for reducing the probability
are by improving the controller in terms of re-tuning the PID con-
troller, or using more advanced control, or as a final option to
investigate whether the target CSD requirements cannot be relaxed
without causing problems for the subsequent processing steps of
the crystal product.

3.6. Implementation of the designed PAT system (Step 6)

Based on the outcome of Steps 4 and 5, a proposal for a PAT sys-
tem has been obtained and is ready to be implemented. An exam-
ple of a PAT system implementation in a simulation model has
been illustrated in our earlier work [1] and is therefore not shown
here. Note that the designed PAT system in our earlier work as-
sumes that there are no uncertainties in the kinetic parameters.
Here, the PAT system performance has been comprehensively
verified using uncertainty and sensitivity analysis considering
parametric uncertainty of crystallization kinetics, which further
Please cite this article in press as: N.A.F.A. Samad et al., Introducing uncertain
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demonstrate the reliability of the PAT system under the considered
domain of uncertainties.
4. Future perspectives

In this work, only kinetic parameters in the nucleation and crys-
tal growth rate expressions were considered as an input uncer-
tainty. There is also uncertainty present in the initial conditions,
for example the seed crystals. Seeding is an efficient approach to
stabilize the crystallization process and produce the desired target
product. Usually, the amount and size of seeds to be added to the
crystallizer is determined from experimental data which contrib-
ute to some extent to the uncertainties. Therefore also, it could
be interesting in the future to consider the properties of the seed
crystals as an input uncertainty as well. As indicated earlier, imple-
mentation of the proposed PAT system in a real crystallization pro-
cess could both be used to verify and confirm the methodology and
the results obtained here.
5. Conclusions

The methodology for implementing uncertainty and sensitivity
analysis has been successfully implemented in the model-based
systematic design framework for monitoring and control (PAT) sys-
tems of crystallization processes. The application of uncertainty
and sensitivity analysis has been highlighted through a case study
using a one- and a two-dimensional KDP crystallization process
model. These models have been applied in the frame of the mod-
el-based design of a PAT system, for both open-loop and closed-
loop scenarios. In this work, we focused on the crystallization
kinetics as source of uncertainties, namely the parameters of the
nucleation and the crystal growth rate were propagated using
the Monte Carlo procedure. In open-loop using natural cooling pro-
files, as expected, Monte Carlo simulation results in a large spread
of the simulated KDP concentration and the CSD obtained for both
cases, and accordingly, the risk of not achieving the target CSD is
high. Subsequently, global sensitivity analysis has been performed
using the SRC method. Results were verified with the Morris
screening method, which indicated that the most significant
parameters affecting output variance are nucleation order, b (sec-
ondary peak) and growth order constants, gx (seed of the CSD). A
significant reduction of variation in the KDP concentration and
the CSDs was obtained in closed-loop for the one-dimensional as
well as the two-dimensional KDP model. For the two-dimensional
KDP case study, it is also demonstrated that including the covari-
ance of uncertain parameters in the Monte Carlo uncertainty anal-
ysis influences the calculated output variance of the CSD (hence
the associated decision making based on the results). This indicates
that covariance information between sources of uncertainties
should be included in the analysis whenever such information is
available. Based on the simulation results, the uncertainty on the
final CSD could be characterized by an empirical cumulative distri-
bution function (ECDF) from which the probability of not achieving
the target CSDs (or a specified range of target CSD) is obtained
which essentially provides the risk associated with a certain PAT
design. For the case studies presented, the risk of not achieving
the target CSD for the proposed PAT system design was found to
be zero, thus verifying the robustness of the PAT system design un-
der the considered parametric uncertainty scenarios.
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Table A.1
List of model equations for the two-dimensional model of KDP crystallization.

No. Type of equations Equations

1. Population balance equation dNi;j

dt þ fi;j þ f 0i;j ¼ Bnuc ; i ¼ 1; . . . ;n; j ¼ 1; . . . ;m

2. Overall mass balance: solute concentration dc
dt ¼ �

qc
mw

P
i;j

1
3 S3

yj Sxi � Syj
� �

S2
yj

� �
dNi;j

dt

� �

3. Energy balance qVcp
dT
dt ¼ �DHcqcV

P
i;j

1
3 S3

yjðSxi � SyjÞS2
yj

� �
dNi;j

dt

� �
� U1A1ðT � TwÞ

4. Cooling jacket energy balance qwVwcpw
dTw
dt ¼ qwFwincpwðTwin � TwÞ þ U1A1ðT � TwÞ þ U2A2ðTex � TwÞ

5. Saturation concentration csat = ai1 + bi1T + ci1T2 + di1T3

6. Supersaturation S ¼ c�csat

csat

7. Nucleation Bnuc = kbSbV
8. Crystal growth rate (length direction) Gxi ¼ 0:1kgxSgx ð1þ cxLxiÞpx

9. Crystal growth rate (width direction) Gyj ¼ 0:1kgySgy ð1þ cyLyjÞpy

10. Tailor development coefficient for length classes axi ¼ DCliþ1
DCliðDCliþ1þDCliÞ

11. Tailor development coefficient for length classes bxi ¼ DCli
DCliþ1ðDCliþ1þDCliÞ

12. Tailor development coefficient for width classes cyj ¼
DCljþ1

DCljðDCljþ1þDCljÞ

13. Tailor development coefficient for width classes dyj ¼
DClj

DCljþ1ðDCljþ1þDCljÞ

14. Characteristic length Sxi ¼ Lxi�Lxi�1
2

15. Characteristic width Syj ¼
Lyj�Lyj�1

2

16. Outlet crystal flux for length direction f 1;O
i;j ¼ GxiðaxiNi;j þ bxiNiþ1;jÞ

17. Inlet crystal flux for length direction f 1;I
i;j ¼ Gxiðaxi�1Ni�1;j þ bxi�1Ni;jÞ

18. Outlet crystal flux for width direction f 2;O
i;j ¼ GyjðcyjNi;j þ dyjNi;jþ1Þ

19. Inlet crystal flux for width direction f 2;I
i;j ¼ Gyjðcyj�1Ni;j�1 þ dyj�1Ni;jÞ

20. Inlet flow for length direction fi;j ¼ f 1;O
i;j � f 1;I

i;j

21. Inlet flow for width direction f 0i;j ¼ f 2;O
i;j � f 2;I

i;j

22. Total number of particles Nc =
P

i,jNi,j

23. Total crystal mass Mc ¼ qc
P

i;j
1
3 S3

yjðSxi � SyjÞS2
yj

� �
Ni;j

24. Crystal size distribution
fnðLxi; LyjÞ ¼

Ni;j
DCli DClj

þ
Niþ1;jþ1

DCliþ1DCljþ1
2
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Appendix A.

Table A.1.
Table B.1
Method comparison for screening influential factors based on the two-dimensional
CSD data taken at p1 in Fig. 9.

Ranking Morris screening method SRC method

Parameters lj Parameters bjk

1 b �0.8563 b �0.9032
2 gx 0.2561 gx 0.2312
3 gy 0.2043 gy 0.1932
4 cx �0.1201 cx �0.1671
5 cy �0.1143 cy �0.0921
6 kb 0.0495 kb 0.0851
7 kgx �0.0392 kgx �0.0212
8 kgy �0.0065 kgy �0.0128

Table B.2
Method comparison for screening influential factors based on the two-dimensional
CSD data taken at p2 in Fig. 9.

Ranking Morris sampling method SRC method

Parameters lj Parameters bjk

1 gx 0.5921 gx 0.6641
2 gy 0.5843 gy 0.5395
3 cx �0.3094 cx �0.3781
4 cy �0.2895 cy �0.3021
5 kgx 0.1153 kgx 0.1643
6 kgy 0.0843 kgy 0.1296
7 b �0.0201 b �0.0403
8 kb �0.0184 kb �0.0276

Please cite this article in press as: N.A.F.A. Samad et al., Introducing uncertain
Technology (PAT) system design of crystallization processes, Eur. J. Pharm. Bio
Appendix B.

Tables B.1 and B.2.
Appendix C. Supplementary material

Supplementary data associated with this article can be found, in
the online version, at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ejpb.2013.05.016.
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